Evolution and similarity evaluation of protein structures in contact map space.
Prediction of fold from amino acid sequence of a protein has been an active area of research in the past few years, but the limited accuracy of existing techniques emphasizes the need to develop newer approaches to tackle this task. In this study, we use contact map prediction as an intermediate step in fold prediction from sequence. Contact map is a reduced graph-theoretic representation of proteins that models the local and global inter-residue contacts in the structure. We start with a population of random contact maps for the protein sequence and "evolve" the population to a "high-feasibility" configuration using a genetic algorithm. A neural network is employed to assess the feasibility of contact maps based on their 4 physically relevant properties. We also introduce 5 parameters, based on algebraic graph theory and physical considerations, that can be used to judge the structural similarity between proteins through contact maps. To predict the fold of a given amino acid sequence, we predict a contact map that will sufficiently approximate the structure of the corresponding protein. Then we assess the similarity of this contact map with the representative contact map of each fold; the fold that corresponds to the closest match is our predicted fold for the input sequence. We have found that our feasibility measure is able to differentiate between feasible and infeasible contact maps. Further, this novel approach is able to predict the folds from sequences significantly better than a random predictor.